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EFFECT OF FISSION !)YIM’fICS ON THE SPECTRA AND MULTIPLICITIES
OF PROH.PT FISSION NEUTRONS

J. RAYFORD NIX, DAVID G. MDLAND, AND ARNOLD J. SIERX
Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los
Alamos, New Mexico 87545, U.S.A.

Abstract With the goal of examining their effect on the
;pectra and multiplicities of the prompt n~utrons emitted in
fission, we discuss recent advances in a unified macroscopic-
microscopic description of large-amplitude collective nuclear
dynamics. The conversion of collective energy into single-
particle excitation energy is calculated for a new surface-
plus-window dissipation mechanism. By solving the Hamilton
equations of motion for initial conditions appropriate to
fission, we obtain the average fission-fragment translational
kint=tic energy and excitation energy. The spectra and multi-
plicities of the emitted neutrons, which depend critically
upon the average excitation energy, are then calculated on
the basis of standard nuclear evaporation theory, taking into
account the average motion of the fission fragments, the
distribution of fission-fragment residual nuclear temprra-1
ture, thr t’n(’rgy dependence of the cross section for the
inverse pro(ess of com~)ollt~d-l~ucleu: formation, and the possi-
bility of multiple-rhancr fission. Some illustrative compari-
sons of our ci]lcul~ti~[~~ with experimental data art= shown,

lNTiwimTloN

The rrnaissan(.r in fission throry that brRxn two deci](i~s ago has
cent rihutr(i substantial iy 10 our UIl[if’rStJIl)[:] i]K ai)(l tabulation of
nu(-lrar do.a for basic an(f applie(i O( irnce, as weli us to our
ability to cnl(ulatc rrlrvant quantities whrn they cannot br ~~il-
surr(i t*xprrimrnlaily. This rrnaissancc startr(f with thr drvrlol)-
mrnt by Strut insky, ‘ following work by Swiatecki2 an(i other~, of a
nrw macio~coi)ic-mi(ros(()~) ic mrtho(i for :alculnting the potcntinl
ener~y of a nu($i(*ll ; as a fun(tion of it~ .+hnp(*. This m(*tho(i ~yll-
thrsiz,rs thr brst fratutrs of two (o q)irmentnry appron(hr~, tnking
th~ smooth !rrn(fs of thr potential energy from a mnrro~copic rno(irl
an(i Lhr lo(’ai f lll(-tl)nt ions from /1 mi(ro~(”opi( mo(iri . 3 Fin~ion t)ar-
rirr~ (ai(ulate(i with this metho(l providr~i a naturnl iutrt-prrta-
tion 0! ~uch (ilvrrsr ex}wtimrnlnl phrnomcnn nti simntaneou~ly fiti-
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sioning isomers, resonances in fission cross sections, and asym-
metric fission-fragment ❑ ass distributions.’

From such static potential-energy calculations of fission
barriers, attention turned later to dynamical aspects of collec-
tive nuclear motion. The determination of the magnitude and mecha-
nism of nuclear dissipation has proved a difficult challenge, but
with the help of new experimental clues provided by giant reso-
nances, fission, and heavy-ion reactions, we have just gained some
new insight into this problem. Our new picture of nuclear dissipa-
tion provides a unified macroscopic description for nuclei through-
out the periodic table of such diverse phenomena as the widths of
isoscalar giant quadruple and giant octupole resonances, average
fission-fragment kinetic energies and excitation energies, and
widths of charge and ❑ ass distributions in deep-inelastii heavy-
ion reactions.

To adequately describe our new dissipation picture, we need
first to review the macroscopic-microscopic ❑ethod that provides
the basis for our dynamical calculations. We will then present
some results that have just been calculated with this new dissipa-
tion picture, including average fission-fragment. kinetic energies
for the fission of nuclei throughout the periodic table. These are
necessary for the calculation of the spectra and average Multi-
plicities of the prompt neutrons emitted in fission, to which Wr
turn our attention in the second part of the paper.

MACROSCOPIC-MICROSCOPIC METHOD-.
#

For a system of A nucleons, we separate the 3A degrees of freedom
representing their center-of-mass motion into N collective degrees
of’ freedom that are treated explicitly and 3A - N internal degrees
of freedom that are treated implicitly. For our present fission
calculations, which are restricted to axially synsnetric and mass-
symmrtric’ shaprs, we choose our N collective coordinates u ,. . . ,

1

qN q as the ~oeffici~nts of even Legendre polynomials P2n(z/zO)

in an expansion in cylindrical coordinates of thr square of the
prrprncficular distance from the syrnnwt.ry axis z to the nuclt=tir
~urfai’e, where z ~ is one-half the distance between the two Prids of

the ?’, Ipe.sThe prrsent resillts arc calculated with N = 5.

Potrntia] Enprgy
WF consi(lrr rx(.itat ion energipri E“ ~> 50 McV, wher~ single-parti[’lc
cffctts refly bc neglect.rd, and calt’ulat.t= the potential enrrgy of
deformation V(q) as the sum of a repulsive Coulomb energy and an
attractive Yllktiwa-})l lls-rxI)OI~rl~t ial potent inl, o This generalized
stlrfnrr en(*rgy takes into account the redurt ion i.i energy arising
from thr nonzrro rangr of the nurlrnr forcr in s~~ch a way that
saturat io:l is ●nxured for two semi- infinile Rlabs {n contact,

2
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Kinetic Energy
The collective kinetic energy is a quadratic function of the col-

lective velocities ~, with coefficients that are related to the
elements of the shape-dependent inertia tensor ?l(q). At the high
excitation ●nergies and large deformations considered here, where
pairing correlations have disappeared and near crossings of single-
particle levels have become less frequent, the vibrational inertia
is close to the incompressible, irrotational value.’ We calculate
the inertia tensor tl(q) for incompressible, nearly irrotational
flow by use of the Werner-Wheeler ❑ethod, which determines the
flow in terms of circular layers of fluid.8

Dissipation Mechanism
The coupling between the collective and internal degrees of free-
dom gives rise to a dissipative force whose mean component in the
i-th direction may be written as

(1)

with the convention that repeated indices are to be summed over
from 1 to N. For the calculation of the shape-dependent dissipa-
tion tensor l](q) that describes the conversion of collective ener-
gy into internal single-particle exciti~tion energy, we introduce a
new surface-plus-window mechanism that involves iriteractions of
either one or two nucleons with the moving nuclear surface and
tilso, for dumbbell-like shapes encountered in fission and heavy- ‘
ion reactions, the transfer of nucleons through the window sepa-
rating the two portions of the system. This novel dissipation
mechanism is a consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle for
fermions, which gives thr nucleons inside a nucleus a mt=an free
path that is long compared to the nuclear radius, so that colli-
sions between nucleons in the nuclear int~rior are rare.

For the surface part of thr dissipation, the leading term in
an expansion of the time rate of chi+nge of the collective Hamil-
tonian H can be writtrn in terms of an integral ovt=;r the nuclear
surface as9

rfH
at =

I
- ks p; (; - D)2 dS -2R , (2)

.
whrrr n is the velocity of a surface clrmr=nt dS, 11 is the normal
drift vrlocity of nut.irons about to strike thr surfart$ elernrnt (1S,

v is thr average sprrd of the ntl\lrons insidr the nu[’leus, p is
thr nurlear mass drnsity, and ks is :) dimtjnsiuniess pnramett=r- that

specifies thr totai strt*nRth of the interaction of rither onc or
two r~lltleorls with the moving nut+lr’ar’ surfat’r. A vaiIIe O( k8 = 1
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would correspond to the classical wall formula of Swiatecki,g but
we obtain here the ❑uch smaller value of k = 0.27 by ●djustment

s
to experimental widths of isoscalar giant quadruple and giant
octupole resonances. 10 This substantial reduction in the value of
ks arises from a breakdown of the randomization assumption in-

herent in the wall formula, as well as from the effects of re-
placing three additional idealizations of the wall formula by more
realistic features appropriate to real nuclei. 11 In terms of the
Rayleigh dissipation function R defined by Eq. (2), the force F.

1

arising from the surface part of the dissipation is given by Fi

=- aR/a~..

For ;umbbell-like shapes, the transfer of nucleons throllgh
the window s~parating the two portions of the system leads to an
additional dissipation thzt is given by the classical window for-
mula of Swiatecki. 9 There is no need to renormalize this part of
the dissipation because nucleons that have passed through a small
window have a low probability of returning through it while still
retaining memory of their previous passage. To describe the tran-
sition from the pure surface dissipation that applies to mononu-
clear shapes, where the drift D is zero in Eq. (2), to the sl]r-
face-plus-window dissipation that applies to dinuclear shapes,
where the drift D is nonzero in Eq. (2), we use a smooth inter-
polation analogous to that used in Ref. 12.

Equations of !lot~on
in addition to the mean dissipative force, the coupling between
the collective and internal degrees of freedom gives rise to a
residual fluctuating force, which we treat under the tlarkovian
assumption that it does not depend upon the system’s previous
history. At high excitation energies, where classical statistical
mechanics is valid, we are led to a generalized Fokker-Planck
equation for the dependence upon time t of the distribution func-
tion f(q,p,t) in phase space of collective coordinates and momen-
ta,lz In our studies here we use equations for the time rate of
change of the first moments of the distribution function, with the
neglect of higher moments, These are the generalized Hamilton
equations, lz which we solve numerically for each o! the N general-
iz~d coordinates and momenta.

DYNAMICAL FISSION CALCULATIONS 1

We show in Figurr 1 how our new surface-plus-window dissipa~ion,
with strength k = 0.27, slows down the dynamical evolutio,l of an

excitrd 240PU n;cleus comi~nrcd to that for no dissipation. The
initial conditions at thr fission saddlr point incorporate the
effect of fiissipaLion 01 the fission {iirection and are calculated

4
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for a nuclear temperature of 2 t’leV by determining the mean veloc-
ity of all nuclei that pass per unit time through the saddle point
with positive velocity.12 Compared to
tion, surface-plus-window dissipation

saddle point to a zero-neck-radius SC:
-21

S to 8.6 x 10 s, and decreases the
at scission from 50.0 MeV to 12.9 PleV
that is more compact than that for no

the value; for no dissi~a-
increases the time from the

-21
ssion point from 2.6 x 10

translational kinetic energy
Leading to a scission shape

dissipation, surface-plus-
window dissipati~n gives 27.9 J’leV of dissip~ted energy during the
dynamical descent from saddle to scission.

We treat the post-scission dynamical motion in terms of two
spheroids, with initial conditions determined by keeping continu-
ous the values of two shape moments and their time derivatives.
Surface-plus-window dissipation reduces the average fission-frag-
ment translational kinetic energy at infinity from 193.6 MeV for
no dissipation to 177.1 HeV.

Our calculated average kinetic energies for the fission of
nuclei throughout the periodic table, with the atomic number Z

&l

$22
‘5

i?i

6

1-
8

10

12

Fissionof240Pu
surface-plus-window

Nodissiiation dissipation

0 0
00
DO
00=

0
0

m
00

0 0

0 0
—...-.—...——-—- .——. — . .. ..—

FIGIJRE 1 Effect of’ sljr{n{-e-~)luk-willtit)w dissipiit ion on t.hr
dynamicnl evolution of’ 24[~Pll beyond its fission ~ilddl~ point ,
for n nuclear tmnpor:lturc of 2 MPV.
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related to the mass number A according to Green’s approximation to
the valley of beta stability,13 are shown in Figure 2 for a nuclear
temperature of 2 MeV. When compared with ●xperi~ental values for
the fission of nuclei at high excitation energy, 12 where single-
particle effzcts have decreased in importance, the dashed curves
calculated with no dissipation are for hea’.y nuclei substantially

2 1/3> 1500 re-higher. The presence of two dashed curves for Z /A
suits from our use of two different approximations for treating
the post-scission motion when a third fragment has formed between
the two end fragments. 12 The solid curve, calculated with our new
surface-plus-window dissipation with a strength previously deter-
❑ined from the widths of isoscalar giant resonances, satisfactorily
reproduces the experimental data , although it lies slightly above

2 1/3 2 1/3
some of the data for Z /A = 1300 and slightly below fur Z /A
2 1900. These small discrepancies could be associated with effects
arising from the rupture of the neck prior to its reaching a zero
radius, as is currently required in our calculations.

Y
“tJ
g

z

250

200

150

1O(J

50

0
-o

) ,“
1$

,4

/’
(

/’/
#/

v++ A---- No dissipation
— k,= 0,27

. - --.—...-.—--------.--.-—.----—
500 1000 1500 2000

FIGURE 2 Reduction of average fission-fragment kinetic
enerRies by surface-plus-window dissipation, compared to
oxprrjmenta] values,
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PROMPT FISSION NEUTRON SPECTRUM

By use of the above dynamical calculations, with dissipation de-
scribed by our new surface-plus-window mechanism, we can now de-
termine for high-excitation fission that portion of the available
energy that on the average goes into translational kinetic energy
of the fission fragments. Although analogous dynamical calcula-
tions have not yet been performed for low-excitation fission,
where the nuclear potential energy, inertia, and dissipation are
all affected by single-particle shell and pairing effects, the
average fission-fragment kinetic energy can in some cases be ob-
tained directly from experimental measurements and in other cases
from least-squares adjustments to nearby systems. 14 The remaining
portion of the available energy goes into fragment excitation
energy, which is dissipated primarily by the emission of neutrons
and gamma rays. The spectra and multiplicities of the emitted
neutrons are required for many applications, and we now turn to
their calculation, for which purpose we use standard nuclear evap-
oration theory.

As discussed in detail in Ref. 15, we take into account the
average motion of the fission fragments from which the neutrons
are emitted, the distribution of fission-fragment residual nuclear
temperature resulting from fragment cooling as neutrons are emit-
ted, the energy dependence of the cross section for the inverse
process of compound-nucleus formation, and effects arising from
the possibility of multiple-chance fission.

In the center-of-mass system of a given fission fragment, the
o neutron energy spectrum corresponding to a fixed residual nuclear

temperature T is given approximately by16

$(&) = k(T) UC(E) & exp(-&/T) , (3)

where & is the center-of-mass neutron energy, UC(E) is the cross

section for the inverse process of compound-nucleus formation, and
k(T) is a temperature-dependent normalization constant, determined
so that unity is obtained when Eq, (3) is integrated over energy
from zero to infinity.

We approximate the distribution of fission-fragment residual
nuclear temperature 17 by a tight-triangular distribution up to a
maximum temperature Tm, which is related to the initial total

average fission-fragment excitation energy <E;~> and the nuclear

1’2 The average f!xci-level-densit.y parameter a by Tm = (<E*>/a) .

tation energy is in turn given by

<~*> = <Er> + B + E -<E>,
n n k

(4)

where <Er> is the average t’nergy relase, Brl :Ind E arr the separa-
tl

7
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tion energy and kinetic energy of the neutron inducing fission,
and <Ek> is the total average fission-fragment kinetic energy. For

spontaneous fission, both Bn and En in Eq, (4) are zero.

Equation (3) is next integrated over this right-triangular
temperature distribution to yield the neutron energy spectrum in
the center-of-mass system of a given fission fragment. This result
is then transformed to the laboratory system under the assumption
that the neutrons are emitted isotropically from each fission
fragmental’ whose average kinetic energy is obtained by momentum
conservation from the average ❑ass numbers of the light and heavy
fragments and the total average kinetic energy. The laboratory
prompt fission neutron spectrum N(E), wliere E is the neutron ener-
gy in the laboratory system, is given finally as the avera e of
the laboratory spectra for the light and heavy fragments. ,e

For the special case in which the compound-nucleus cross
section UC(E) is assumed constant, the laboratory spectrum N(E)

can be expressed in closed form in terms of exponential integrals
‘s However, for most of our studiesand incomplete gamma functions.

we calculate the energy dependence of UC(S) by use of the optical-

model potential of Becchetti and Greenless,18 in which case N(E)
must be evaluated by numerical quadrature.

Figure 3 shows the resulting prompt fission neutron spectra
N(E) for the fission of 23SU induced by 0.53-MeV neutrons, calcu-
lated for a constant cross section Uc and an energy-dependent

FIGURE 3 Comparison of calculated prompt fission neutron
spectra with experimental values,

8
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cross section Uc(c). We also include the experimental data of

Johansson and Holmqvirt. 19 To accentuate the differences between
the two calculations, we divide the calculation with an energy-
dependent cross section and the experimental data by the calcula-
tion with a constant cross section and present the resulting
ratios in Figure 4. For neutron energies E ~ 2 MeV, both the ex--
perimental data and the calculation with an energy-dependent cross
section lie below the calculation with a constant cross section,
by up to about 25%. Conversely, for E ~ 2 PleV, both the experi-
mental data and the calculation with an energy-dependent cross
section lie above the calculation with a constant cross section,
by up to about 10%. This comparison demonstrates the importance of
taking into account the energy dependence of UC(C) when calculat-

ing N(E). This ener y dependence is taken into account in our cal-
!culations of the 2S Cf spontaneous-fission standard reaction pre-

sented elsewhere in this Conference.20
Our approach permits the calculation of N(E) as a function of

both the fissioning nucleus and the incident neutron energy En.

When En is larger than about 6 MeV, fission is possible following

the emission of one or more neutrons. Effects arising from such
multiple-chance-fission processes can be taken into account by
considering a superposition of spectra, weighted according to the
appropriate fission-probabilities .15

1’)

10

t

(17

FIGURE 4 Detailed comparison with ~xperimental values,
showing the effect of the energy dependence of the compound-
nucleus-formation cross section on the prompt fission neutron
spectrum,

9
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AVERAGE PROMPT NEUTRON PfULTIPLICI’IY

For first-chance fission, the average total number of prompt neu-
trons emitted per fission is given approximately by the total
averase energy available for neutron emission divided by the aver-
age energy removed per emitted neutron. The resulting equation
isls

; = (<E*> - <Ey>)/(<Sn> + ~c>] ,
P

(5]

where <E > is the total average prompt gamma-ray energy per fis-
Y

sion, <S ~ is the average fission-fragment neutron separation
n

energy, and <c> is the average center-of-mass energy of the emit-
ted neutrons. The total average excitation energy <E*> is given by
Eq. (4). For ❑ultiple-chance fission, a superposition of expres-
sions like Eq. (5), weighted according to the appropriate fission
probabilities, can ‘be used.ls

For the neutron-induced fission of 23SU, Figure 5 compales
our predictions for the average prompt neutron multiplicity as a
function of incident neutron energy with experimental values. ls
The solid curve, which includes the effects of multiple-chance
fission, reproduces the measurements with better than 1% accuracy
for thermal neutron energies up to 0.5 MeV, and with about 2%
accuracy for

s.
E
o

b.
o

neutron energies between 6 and 15 MeV, However, for

FIGURE 5 Effect of multiple-chance fission on the average
prompt neutt-on multiplicity as a function of the incident
neutron energy, compar~d to experimental values.
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neutron energies near 4.5 MeV, the calculations are about 4% high-
er than the measurements. This discrepancy prtlbably arises from
our neglect of the dependencies of <Er>, <Sn>, ~Ek>, and <Ey> on

the incident neutron energy. For this system, multiple-chance
fission introduces a small upward step at the second-chance fis-
sion threshold near 5.5 MeV, which is evident in the experimental
data , and a very small downward step at the third-chance fission
threshold near 12 lleV. The effects of multiple-chance fission are
larger for some other fissioning systems.

In our calculations of the prompt fission neutron spectrum and
average prompt neutron multiplicity, we have thus far neglected
any effects arising from neutrons emitted dynamically in the neck
region duri~g scission. Angular distributions of t.ht neutrons
observed in the sp~ntaneous fission21 of 2s2Cf and the thermal-
neutron-induced fission22 of 23SU have been analyzed in terms of
an assumed isotropic component in the laboratory system t~, supple-
❑ent the components arising from the moving fragments. In both
cases these analyses gave an isotropic component in the laboratory
systelu of about 10%, but because scission neutrons that are ejel’-
=ed dynamically from the neck would be emitted preferentially a~.
90° relative to the dirertion of the fission fragments rather than
isotrupically in the laboratory system, the actual fraction of
scission neutrons should be less than 10%, With the aid of dv;lami-
cal calculations like those in Figuxe 1 to give the spe~d ~nd
shape of the system near scission, one should be ~ble to properly
incorporate the effects ~~f scissiorl neutrons Into our calculations
of the prompt
multiplicity.

fission neutron spectrum and average prompt neutron

CONCLUSION

Starting two decades ago with th[~ development of t~:e static macro-
scopic-microscopic method, the r~naissance in fissinn theory has
now turned to dynamical aspects of collective nuclear motion. With
a novel surface-plus-window dissipation merhanisrn, we are now able
to perform dynamical calcl]lations at high excitation energy for
such quantities as thr average fission-fragrnrnt kinetic energy and
the sp~ed and shopc of” thr systrm urar srission. Fundamental ir~put
of this type has made possible thr accurate calculation of the
prompt f“ission neutron spct’trum illld averflge prompt ncllt.ron ml)lti-
plicity as functions 0! the fissiorl~ng Illl\’l(*ll!; an(l it-s ex[itatioil
encr~y. Simi lar furld amental input is rssc[lt ial i f“ we are to make

further art’~an(.cs in our trratmct)t of iill~l(~iir diiL:I tot basi~ iit~d

appl ied science.

11
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